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DANBURY -- The Danbury High wrestling team came out swinging hard in its first match of the

season and the results was a 69-9 crushing of Staples.

Using a mixed team featuring both varsity and JV players, the Hatters were able to pin down nine of

the 14 Staples wrestlers, but struggled in a couple of other matches, prompting head coach Ricky

Shook to believe that there is plenty of work to be done for another Danbury championship.

"We had some new guys in the lineup that haven't wrestled varsity before but we did all right," said

Shook. "It's way too early. We looked `early.' That's what we looked. We are in `early season shape.' It

was the first game. Everybody was a little nervous."

The Hatters started off strong when captain Zach Tepper and Ray Nunez both recorded pins to jump

on top 12-0.

"Ray Nunez (152 pounds) and Zach Tepper (143 pounds), my captain, looked (really) good out there,"

said Shook.

After Haxhi Laqji of Danbury was pinned by Alex Kogstad of Staples to cut the lead in half, Danbury

went on a successful run, which secured the victory for them. The Hatters locked up four consecutive

pins before winning two more matches via forfeiture to take a huge lead they would not relinquish.

Then, after a Jason Gomez pin, freshman Justin Peterson made an impressive varsity debut, pinning

Luke Montgomery in just 41 seconds to expand the lead to 54-6.

"(Peterson) wrestled very well. (He) got a pin, which is very good for him, said Shook."

The other Peterson, Joey, looked impressive as well, pinning Josh Rosenberg in less than a minute

earlier in the night.

The Hatters were awarded another three points via forfeiture, but then hit a few hurdles when they

split a pair of matches in the 132 and 138 lb. weight classes. However, by that time the score was out of

hand as the Hatters locked up their first win of the season.

The Hatters are attempting to add another banner to the decorated wall in their home gymnasium.

They've been one of the most dominant wrestling teams in New England for the past three decades

after winning 25 of the last 26 FCIAC titles.

The Hatters will now participate in the Plainville Tournament this coming weekend.

Danbury 69, Staples 9 (at Danbury): 106: Paulo Freitos (D) wins by forfeit; 115: Jason Gomez (D)

pinned Luke Montgomery 1:28; 120: Justin Peterson (D) pins Matt Drier 0:41; 126: Kevin Jack (D)

wins by forfeit; 132: Jeremy Shamaz (S) dec. Will Mills 9-3; 138: Frankie Callace (D) dec. Alex Brown
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11-7; 143: Zach Tepper (D) pinned Lamont Johnson 1:15; 152: Ray Nunez (D) pinned Charles Lomanto

4:05; 160: Alex Kogstad (S) pinned Haxhi Laqji 4:20; 170: Johnny Garcia (D) pinned Ruben

Guardado 4:20; 182: Miguel Pardomo (D) pinned Matt Collins 1:03; 195: Joey Peterson (D) pinned

Josh Rosenberg 0:41; 220: Tristan Jackson (D) pinned Daniel Kogstad 4:00; 285: Ray Brito (D) wins

by forfeit.
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